
Neil Forbes’s barley risotto 
 
Serves: 4 people 
Prep time: 20 minutes  
Cooking time: 30 minutes 
 
Ingredients 
 
150g pearl barley, rinsed under the tap and cooked on the hob for 20 mins in boiling salted water 
with a sprig of thyme until just cooked, then refreshed in a sieve under the cold tap until needed to 
make into the risotto 
half a small onion, peeled and finely chopped  
a slither or two of garlic if you wish, finely chopped 
100g unsalted butter 
100g good hard cheese like a cheddar or a sheep milk  
a few spring onions, finely chopped  
a small handful of curly or flat parsley, chopped 
500ml water, or a good veg stock 
a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil or cold-pressed rapeseed oil 
good salt and pepper 
a few salad leaves  
 
Method 
 
Take a large pot and trickle in half the oil and 1/3 of the butter and add the chopped onion. Fry on a 

moderate heat until the onion is starting to soften and is becoming translucent (this should take 3 to 

5 minutes.)  

Now add the garlic if required, and some may wish to add wine here (a splash would do). Stir in the 

cooked barley and add enough hot stock or water to just cover the mixture. Bring this mix to the boil 

and stir as it continues to cook for a further 8 to 10 minutes. 

Add a few knobs of butter at a time and add some salt and pepper. As the mixture starts to look like 

rice pudding, then it’s time to add the cheese, grated on a fine grater, a little at a time with the 

remaining butter. Stir and combine and beat until a good held consistency is achieved.  

Now for the addition of flavours! I like adding caramelised onions (simply onions sliced and cooked 

for a long time in a little oil, salt and pepper, stirred occasionally), or some springs onions and 

parsley. Always ensure the seasoning is right before serving and that the butter and cheese have 

emulsified. Plate up onto a warm bowl and add a little more grated cheese and a drizzle of oil and a 

few salad leaves. 


